Beauvais

Beauvais Pattern
The Beauvais pattern is a basket weave pattern of French descent. This pattern runs
continually throughout the room or rooms and can be installed with or without room
borders. This is an exceptionally beautiful pattern when specified with walnut and the
small stone buttons. The wood pickets can be one piece or broken into three pieces.
Specifications
Dimensions: Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: Running basked weave pattern. Pickets from 3" to 8" wide.
Buttons will be ¼" the width of the pickets.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
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Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.
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Versailles

Versailles Parquet pattern
The Versailles pattern dates back several centuries and was made famous by the
century. The Versailles pattern works
installation into the palace of Versailles in the 1?1h
with almost all species of flooring we offer, especially antique oak. Hand cut square
pegs, chateau, and hand scraping all make the Versailles pattern look very elegant. This
pattern should be installed using borders.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Vannes

V annes Parquet Pattern
The Vannes pattern is a type pattern of unknown decent. This pattern is normally
installed straight with a border. This pattern looks good with almost any species of wood
and can be mixed with stone.
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Saint Tropez

Saint Tropez Parquet pattern
The Saint Tropez pattern is a type pattern of unknown decent. This pattern can be
installed straight or at a 45-degree angle for a different look. This pattern looks good
with almost any species of wood and can be mixed with stone.
Dimensions: Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Saint La-Caneda

Saint la Caneda
The pattern is an old pattern of French descent. This pattern can be installed straight or at
a 45-degree angle for a different look. This pattern looks good with almost any wood
species.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", and 48". Custom widths available on request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.
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Saint Flour
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Saint Flour Pattern
The Saint Flour pattern is a block pattern of unknown decent. This pattern is normally
installed straight and can be done with or without room borders. The Saint Flour pattern
looks good with almost any species of wood. Different colors/species of wood can be
used for the outside frames.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42" or 48". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Pays de la Loi re

The Pays de la Loire Pattern
The Pays de la Loire pattern is an old European pattern. This pattern can be installed
straight or at a 45-angle for a different look. This pattern looks good with almost any
species of wood and can be mixed with stone.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", and 48". Custom widths available on request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Orleans

Orleans Pattern
The Orleans pattern is a basket weave type pattern of French decent. This pattern is
normally installed straight and can be done with or without room borders. This pattern
looks good with almost any species of wood and can be mixed with stone.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or ¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Limaux

Limaux Pattern
The Limaux pattern is a basket weave type pattern of unknown decent. This pattern is
normally
Installed straight and can be done with or without room borders. This pattern looks good
with almost any species of wood and can be mixed with stone.
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or ¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.
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Monticello 9
The Monticello pattern has been re-produced from Thomas Jefferson's Virginia
plantation home he called Monticello . This pattern was originally installed with beach
pickets surrounding cherry centers. Different species, colors, or even stone can be placed
in the centers; the pickets usually are a different species for a very custom look. While
President Jefferson most likely copied this pattern from one of his trips to Europe, we still
consider this pattern to be an American classic.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 12", 16", and 18". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
mill work, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.
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Marseille Pattern
The Marseille pattern is a block pattern of unknown decent. This pattern is normally
installed straight and can be done with or without room borders. The Marseille pattern
looks good with almost any species of wood. Different colors/species of wood can be
used for the outside frames.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42" or 48". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair pans,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Lnstallation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Marie Antionette

Marie Antoinette
The Marie Antoinette pattern is similar to the Versailles, but without the borders. This
pattern runs continually throughout the room or rooms and can be installed with or
without room borders. This is an exceptionally beautiful pattern when specified with
walnut and handscraped. The wooden squares in the pattern can be substituted with stone
for a very beautiful basket weave pattern.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or ¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: Running basket weave pattern. Squares are normally 5" and the
Pickets 3. However, these can be almost any size.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Louvre

( Small Plank)

Louvre with Small Planks
The Louvre small plank pattern is of a French decent. This pattern is installed on a 45degree angle and can be done with or without room borders. The Louvre small plank
pattern is the same as the Louvre pattern, but is shown here with smaller boards. This
looks good with almost any species of wood. Different color/species of wood can be
used with a repeating pattern across each panel.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or ¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 32", 40" or 48". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Louvre

( Large Plank)

Louvre Pattern
The Louvre pattern is of a French decent. This pattern is installed on a 45-degree angle
and can be done with or without room borders. This looks good with almost any species
of wood. Different color/species of wood can be used with a repeating pattern across
each panel.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42" or 48". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beains, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Herringbone

(English)

Herringbone pattern. "English"
The Herringbone pattern dates back several centuries and can be found in England and
throughout Europe and America. This particular herringbone with the overlapping ends
we call our English style. The English herringbone works with almost all species of
flooring we offer. When specifying this product is important to think about borders,
since this frames the herringbone to create a beautiful floor or ceiling. Borders should be
the same widths as the herringbone flooring planks.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or ¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 1 ½" thru 6". Custom widths available upon request. The
dimensions of the herringbone needs to be specified to fit a particular
space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Chevron

( French Herringbone )

Herringbone pattern. "French" or Chevron
The Herringbone pattern dates back several centuries and is usually found in France. The
French herringbone works with almost all species of flooring we offer, especially walnut.
Where borders look good with the French style, they are not necessary.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 1 ½" thru 6". Custom widths available upon request. The
dimensions of the herringbone needs to be specified to fit a particular
space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Chatellerault

Chaterllerault Pattern/Versailles Parquet with background
The traditional Versailles pattern has been cut to create an illusion of a background of
squares. These squares can have the same or different species of the main pattern, or
even stone. This pattern should be installed using borders of either wood or stone. This
is a very elegant pattern.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", and 48". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Chardonnay

Chardonnay Parquet pattern
The Chardonnay pattern is a type pattern of unknown decent. This pattern can be
installed straight or at a 45-degree angle for a different look. This pattern looks good
with almost any species of wood and can be mixed with stone.
Dimensions:

Thickness ½" or ¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Brittany

Brittany Parquet pattern
The Bordeaux pattern is a classic French floor pattern dating back several centuries.
When specified, we recommended the Chateau effect and hand scraping with hand cut
square pegs for an old authentic look. When using antique oak this product looks very
old and rich.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Bordeaux

Bordeaux Parquet pattern
The Bordeaux pattern is a classic French floor pattern dating back several centuries.
When specified, we recommended the Chateau effect and hand scraping with hand cut
square pegs for an old authentic look. When using antique oak this product looks very
old and rich.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Bayux

Bayux Parquet pattern
The Bayux pattern is a type pattern of unknown decent. This pattern can be installed
straight or at a 45-degree angle for a different look. This pattern looks good with almost
any species of wood and can be mixed with stone.
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", 48". Custom widths available upon request. These are
usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

Versa i l l es
( With Custom Border )

Versailles Parquet with pickets
The traditional Versailles parquet pattern dressed with pickets to create a beautiful
pattern. These can be custom designed to fit any room. Different species, colors, or even
stone can be places in the comers of the pickets for a very custom look.
Specifications
Dimensions:

Thickness½" or¾", custom thickness available upon request.
Widths: 36", 42", and 48". Custom widths available upon request. These
are usually designed to fit a certain room or space.
Edges: Beveled or micro beveled, hand planed, hand scraped, or straight.
Straight edges should be site finished.
Surface: Flat, hand scraped, rough sawn, chateau, wire brushed, blasted or
a combination.
Colors: Standard colors, ebonized, painted, inked or custom.
Finishes: Hand rubbed oil or wax.
Accessories: Custom reducers, borders, stone, stair treads, stair parts,
millwork, beams, and or ceiling and wall panels.
Installation: Above grade. Below grade with approved sub-floor
preparations. ½" product can be direct glued to concrete. Installation over
radiant heat approved for all dimensions.
Related Products: Plank flooring, custom borders and millworks.

